
If your organization deals frequently with 
VSATs, we offer a variety of courses that 
introduce your teams — from non-technical 
staff to professionals — to real-world issues 
in VSAT field engineering.

Building in-house VSAT field 
engineering teams
Learn to build your own, in-house VSAT field teams and 
eliminate the need for outsourcing. 

Provides a theoretical overview of Satcom and VSATs, 
hands-on training, practical troubleshooting, and 
guidelines on efficient work procedures (documentation, 
regulations and more).

Who should enroll

■	 Telecos, teleports, service providers with satellite 
links, and satellite providers needing in-house field 
engineers.

■	 Financial or industrial organizations such as banks, 
mines, and GSM companies that have satellite-based 
sites and want to support them in-house.

Certification: Oasis VSAT Field Engineer

Duration: 10 days

Languages: English, French, and Spanish

Practical VSAT training for IT and 
support teams
This course is intended for support and technical staff that 
interact directly with VSAT field engineers. It drills down on 
the practical issues of their joint work with engineers and 
introduces support staff to the field side of the picture.

Includes a theoretical overview, a hands-on session (with 
antenna assembling, VSAT installation, commissioning and 
more), and an advanced troubleshooting session.

Who should enroll

■	 Help desk, NOC, IT and TAC staff looking to improve 
their interaction with field teams.

■	 Service engineers looking to become more efficient and 
skilled in their jobs by receiving an overall view of VSAT 
site commissioning and troubleshooting.

Duration: 3 days

Languages: English, French, and Spanish

Oasis Academy

Empower your 
teams with on-site 
VSAT field training

Class in session



VSAT practicals overview for non-
technical staff 
Provides a broad overview of the theoretical and practical 
aspects of satellite communication and VSAT deployment, 
familiarizing attendees with the realities of the field and 
how they can proficiently apply this knowledge in real-
world scenarios. Delivers a hands-on experience with 
installation, commissioning, troubleshooting and more. 

Who should enroll

■	 Sales, marketing, product managers, finance,  project 
and program managers, executive management

■	 On-boarding employees

Duration: 2 days

Languages: English, French, and Spanish

Customized VSAT courses
We provide a number of customized training courses 
for companies that want to address specific systems or 
prepare teams for specific projects. The content can be 
adjusted to the audience or to a company’s existing in-
house technologies and protocols.

Oasis and Global VSAT Forum (GVF)
Oasis Networks is a member 
of the GVF, and Nimrod Kapon, 
CEO of Oasis Networks, is 
qualified GVF HOST examiner.

More of our courses
We provide a number of VSAT 
training courses aimed for VSAT 
field engineers who want to 
specialize in the discipline or 
technicians who want to acquire 
a new profession.

 
Oasis Networks plays a pivotal role in the global VSAT 
industry. As a professional field engineering company, 
Oasis Networks train, educate, deploy and supervise 
hundreds of field engineers globally. 

This extensive experience allows Oasis to provide the best 
practical VSAT training sessions, targeting a wide range of 
trainees levels and backgrounds.

 
Contact us to Join

www. oasisnetworks.net/oasisacademy

34 (91) 0606793

academy@oasisnetworks.net

Improve your team’s 

understanding of the field 

environment

Hands-on activity: mounting antenna



Designed for those seeking retraining and 
VSAT field engineers who want to improve 
their skill set and expand their career 
options. Introduce to the latest in VSAT 
technology and explore all the ins and outs 
and practical know-how needed to be a 
skilled VSAT field engineer.

VSAT field engineer training 
This course will qualify you as a field technician and 
covers all the theoretical and practical knowledge an 
operating VSAT installer should know. You will learn 
the fundamentals of VSAT technology, including using 
test equipment, running system calculations and 
configurations, antenna pointing, VSAT commissioning 
and more. 

GVF Test preparation

The course provides the knowledge needed to pass the 
GVF 510 and GVF 520 self-test. 

Who should enroll   

■	 Technicians who want to become VSAT Field Engineers

■	 Newly hired field service staff  

■	 VSAT Field Engineers who need certification   

■	 IT staff that want to shift to in-house maintenance of 
their satellite links   

■	 Operators, NOC and help-desk operatives who want to 
improve service with further knowledge 

Certification: Oasis VSAT Field Engineer 

Duration: 5 days 

Languages: English, French and Spanish

Advanced VSAT training 
For experienced VSAT Field Engineers looking to manage 
more complex operations and access new career 
opportunities. Learn to calculate dB, explore frequency 
conversions, FEC and modulations, and learn basic IP 
networking. 

Also looks at the use of a spectrum analyzer, critical safety 
issues, and explores complex troubleshooting - everything 
a field manager needs to know to excel. 

GVF test preparation

The course provides the knowledge needed to pass the 
GVF 510, 520, 521, 522

Who should enroll 

■	 VSAT field engineers that want to become field 
managers   

■	 VSAT Field Engineers who need a certificate  

■	 Companies that want to expand staff knowledge 

Certification: Oasis advanced VSAT Field Engineer 

Duration: 3 days 

Languages: English, French and Spanish

Oasis Academy

Improve your 
career as a VSAT 
field engineer

Class in session



GVF online exam guidance 
Receive comprehensive, in-person instruction from a 
subject matter expert who will guide you through online 
GVF training to prepare you for the online exam. 

Work chapter by chapter and answer all your questions 
about the GVF. Ideal for in-house trainers or individuals 
who prefer swift and concise GVF prep. 

Who should enroll  

■	 Company staff who prefer instructor-led group 
train   

■	 Freelancers and individuals who want to save time 

Duration: 2 days per GVF course

Languages: English, French and Spanish

Oasis Academy Field 
Engineering certification

Oasis and Global VSAT Forum (GVF)
Oasis Networks is a member 
of the GVF, and Nimrod Kapon, 
CEO of Oasis Networks, is 
qualified GVF HOST examiner.

More of our courses
We provide a number of VSAT 
training courses aimed for VSAT 
field engineers who want to 
specialize in the discipline or 
technicians who want to acquire 
a new profession.

 
Oasis Networks plays a pivotal role in the global VSAT 
industry. As a professional field engineering company, 
Oasis Networks train, educate, deploy and supervise 
hundreds of field engineers globally. 

This extensive experience allows Oasis to provide the best 
practical VSAT training sessions, targeting a wide range of 
trainees levels and backgrounds.

 
Contact us to Join

www. oasisnetworks.net/oasisacademy

34 (91) 0606793

academy@oasisnetworks.net

We go beyond the 

theoretical to provide you 

with real-world experience
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